SECTION 5 - CAR CLASSES

5.A SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY

5.A.1 STREAMLINER - /BFS, /FS, /BGS, /GS, /DS
Engine classes allowed are: Ω, AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, XO, XF, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.A.2 LAKESTER - /BFL, /FL, /BGL, /GL
Engine classes allowed are: Ω, AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, XF, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.A.3 ELECTRIC VEHICLE - /E
Class I Under 1099 lb. Less than 500 kg
Class II 1100-2200 lb. 500-1000 kg
Class III 2201 lb. and over Over 1000 kg

5.A.4 TURBINE VEHICLE - /T
Class I Under 1099 lb. Less than 500 kg
Class II 1100-2200 lb. 500-1000 kg
Class III 2201 lb. and over Over 1000 kg

5.B VINTAGE CATEGORY

5.B.1 MODIFIED ROADSTER - /BFMR, /FMR, /BGMR, /GMR
Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, XF, XO, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.B.1.a REAR ENGINE MODIFIED ROADSTER - /BFRMR, /FRMR, /BGRMR, /GRMR
Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, XF, XO, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.B.2 FUEL-GAS ROADSTER - /BFR, /FR, /BGR, /GR
Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, XF, XO, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.B.2.a AMERICAN IRON ROADSTER – C/AIR (Gas only)
Engine class allowed: C

5.B.3 STREET ROADSTER - /BSTR, /STR (Gas only)
Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, XF, XO, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.B.4 VINTAGE COUPE CLASSES:
Classes available:
Blown Vintage Fuel Competition Coupe:
XF/BVFCC, XO/BVFCC, XXF/BVFCC, XXO/BVFCC, V4/BVFCC, V4F/BVFCC

Vintage Fuel Competition Coupe:
XF/VFCC, XO/VFCC, XXF/VFCC, XXO/VFCC, V4/VFCC, V4F/VFCC

Blown Vintage Gas Competition Coupe:
XF/BVGCC, XO/BVGCC, XXF/BVGCC, XXO/BVGCC, V4/BVGCC, V4F/BVGCC

Vintage Gas Competition Coupe:
XF/VGCC, XO/VGCC, XXF/VGCC, XXO/VGCC, V4/VGCC, V4F/VGCC

Blown Vintage Fuel Altered Coupe:
XF/BVFALT, XO/BVFALT, XXF/BVFALT, XXO/BVFALT, V4/BVFALT, V4F/BVFALT
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**Vintage Fuel Altered Coupe:**
XF/VFALT, XO/VFALT, XXF/VFALT, XXO/VFALT, V4/VFALT, V4F/VFALT

**Blown Vintage Gas Altered Coupe:**
XF/BVGALT, XO/BVGALT, XXF/BVGALT, XXO/BVGALT, V4/BVGALT, V4F/BVGALT

**Vintage Gas Altered Coupe:**
XF/VGALT, XO/VGALT, XXF/VGALT, XXO/VGALT/V4/VGALT, V4F/VGALT

**Blown Vintage Gas Coupe:**
XF/BVGC, XO/BVGC, XXF/BVGC, XXO/BVGC, V4/BVGC, V4F/BVGC

**Vintage Gas Coupe:**
XF/VGC, XO/VGC, XXF/VGC, XXO/VGC, V4/VGC, V4F/VGC

5.B.5 **VINTAGE OVAL TRACK - /VOT**

**MIDGET VINTAGE OVAL TRACK - /MVOT**

Engine classes allowed are XO, XF, XXF, XXO, V4 and V4F

5.C **CLASSIC CATEGORY**

**Body Classes:** /CBFALT, /CFALT, /CBGALT, /CGALT, /CBGC, /CGC, /CPS

**Engine Classes:** AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J

**Body Class:** /CPS

**Engine Classes:** C, D, E

5.D **MODIFIED CATEGORY**

5.D.1 **COMPETITION COUPE & SEDAN - /BFCC, /FCC, /BGCC, /GCC**

Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, XF, XO, XXF and XXO

5.D.2 **ALTERED COUPE - /BFALT, /FALT, /BGALT, /GALT**

Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, XF, XO, XXF, and XXO

5.D.3 **GAS COUPE - /BGC, /GC (Gas Only)**

Engines classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, XF, XO, XXF, and XXO

5.D.4 **MODIFIED SPORTS - /BFMS, /FMS, /BGMS, /GMS**

Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

5.D.5 **MODIFIED PICKUP TRUCK - /BMP, /MP (Gas Only)**

Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I

5.D.6 **MODIFIED MID/MINI PICKUP TRUCK - /BMMP, /MMP (Gas Only)**

Engine classes allowed are: C, D, E, F, G, H and I

5.E **PRODUCTION CATEGORY**

5.E.1 **PRODUCTION COUPE & SEDAN - /PRO (Gas Only)**

Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, XF, XO, XXF & XXO

5.E.2 **PRODUCTION SUPERCHARGED - /PS (Gas Only)**

Engine classes allowed are B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J
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5.E.3 GRAND TOURING SPORT - /BGT, /GT (Gas Only)
Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J

5.E.4 PRODUCTION PICKUP TRUCK - /PP (Gas Only)
Engine classes allowed are: AA, A, B, C, D, E, XO & XF

5.E.5 PRODUCTION MID/MINI PICKUP TRUCK - /PMP (Gas Only)
Engine classes allowed are: C, D, E, F, G, H and I

5.F DIESEL TRUCK CATEGORY
5.F.1 UNLIMITED DIESEL TRUCK - /UDT

5.F.2 MODIFIED DIESEL TRUCK - /MDT

5.F.3 HIGHWAY HAULER - /HH2 & /HH3 (Bonneville Only)

5.F.4 DIESEL TRUCK - /DT
Engine classes allowed are AA, A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H

SECTION 7 - MOTORCYCLE CLASSES
7.D CLASSIFICATION of DISPLACEMENTS, FRAMES, ENGINES, and ENGINE TYPES:

7.D.1 Designated Frame Class
    P  Production
    M  Modified
    A  Special Construction
    MPS Modified Partial Streamlining
    APS Special Construction Partial Streamlining
    SC  Sidecar
    SCS Sidecar Streamliner
    S  Streamliner

7.D.2 Designated Engine Class
    BF  Supercharged/Turbocharged Engine: Fuel
    BG  Supercharged/Turbocharged Engine: Gasoline
    F  Modified Engine: Fuel
    G  Modified Engine: Gasoline
    P  Production
    PB  Production Supercharged
    PBF Supercharged/Turbocharged Push Rod Engine: Fuel
    PBG Supercharged/Turbocharged Push Rod Engine: Gas
    PF  Push Rod Engine: Fuel
    PG  Push Rod Engine: Gasoline
    PP  Production Push Rod
    PV  Production Vintage
    UF  Unlimited Engine: Fuel
    UG  Unlimited Engine: Gasoline
    VBF Supercharged Vintage Engine: Fuel
    VBG Supercharged Vintage Engine: Gasoline
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VF Vintage Engine: Fuel
VG Vintage Engine: Gasoline
Ω Steam, Turbine or Electric

7.D.3 ENGINE DISPLACEMENT CLASSES:
Engine Classes are shown in cubic centimeters: 50, 100, 125, 175, 250, 350, 500, 650, 750, 1000, 1350, 1650, 2000 and 3000 where permitted and 3001 and above where permitted.

7.D.4 Frame Engine Classes Max Max No.
Class Available Displ. Of Engines
P P, PP, PB, PPB, PV 3000 1
M All except P, PP, PB, PPB, PV, UG & UF 3000 1
MPS All except P, PP, PB, PPB, PV, UG & UF 3000 1
A All except P, PP, PB, PPB, PV, UG, UF & Ω above 3001 & 4
APS All except P, PP, PB, PPB, PV, UG & UF above 3001 & 4
S All except P, PP, PB, PPB & PV above 3001 & 4
SC All except P, PP, PB, PPB, PV, UG & UF & Ω above 3001 & 2
SCS All except P, PP, PB, PPB & PV above 3001 & 4

Classes defined and not restricted under items 7.D.1, 7.D.2, 7.D.3 and 7.D.4 are open for competition.

7.E PRODUCTION - P
7.F MODIFIED PRODUCTION – M, MPS
7.F.11 OPEN CLASS - MODIFIED PRODUCTION - M
7.F.12 PARTIAL STREAMLINING - MODIFIED PRODUCTION - MPS
7.G SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION – A, APS
7.H STREAMLINER - S
7.I SIDECAR - SC
7.J ENGINE CLASSES
7.J.1 Production:
7.J.2 Production Push Rod:
7.J.3 Production Supercharged:
7.J.4 Production Vintage:
7.J.5 Class F:
7.J.6 Class G:
7.J.7 Class BF:
7.J.8 Class BG:
7.J.9 Class PF and PG:
7.J.10 Class VF and VG:
7.J.10.1 Class VBF and VBG:
7.J.11 Class PBF and PBG:
7.J.12 Class UG and UF:
7.J.13 Class Ω (Omega):